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The BMW Club of Southern Alberta is a member club of the BMW Club of
Canada which is a founding national member of the International Council
of BMW Clubs.
Mailing Address: PO Box 75012 Cambrian, Calgary, Alberta T2K 6J8
General email: email@bmwcsa.ca
Website: www.bmwcsa.ca
Facebook: BMW Club of Southern Alberta (@bmwcsa96)
Instagram: @bmwcsa96
Twitter: @bmwcsa96
YouTube: BMW Club of Southern Alberta

Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter
•	The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes
Freude am Fahren in print 4 times per year and emails
Joy of Driving 6 times per year.
•	Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication
by or liability to BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA
reserves the right to modify or edit any material or submissions.
•	Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or
procedures that may void your warranty, cause your car to fail
emissions tests, or make your insurance company or agent unhappy.
BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors and Officers are not responsible for
any consequences that may ensue.
•	Please send Newsletter Items and Questions to Chris Tworek at
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca
•	Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at
membership@bmwcsa.ca

Kalender
Our Club uses venues that follow the City of
Calgary Bylaws which are consistent with
Alberta Restriction Exemption Program (REP).
Please be socially responsible when you attend our events!
Nov 6	CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
Meadows across from Ikea
Nov 10	Social & General Meeting - 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm –
VIRTUAL – contact walsh@bmwcsa.ca for invite
Nov 20	Annual Christmas Party – Austrian Canadian
Club – EventBrite Invite: https://www.eventbrite.
ca/e/2021-bmwcsa-annual-christmas-party-tickets-191464093257 Also - see MailChimp Email and
website
Dec 4 	CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
Meadows across from Ikea
Dec 8 	Annual General Meeting (AGM) and Monthly Meeting
– see MailChimp Email and website for all details
Jan 8	CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
Meadows across from Ikea
Jan 12	Social & General Meeting - 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm –
VIRTUAL – contact walsh@bmwcsa.ca for invite
TBA	Sheni’s AutoTrend – New 4-Wheel Dyno and
Suspension Balancing Tech Session (delayed due to
late Dyno delivery)
TBA

Directors and Officers

Lugnutz Shop Tour

Please limit phone calls to between the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM

TBA	Cars Gone By Shop Tour / Aspen Crossing
(Mossleigh)

President and
Director
Greg Walsh
403-286-2248
walsh@bmwcsa.ca

Membership in BMWCSA

Vice President &
Treasurer & Director
Jeff Trost
trost@bmwcsa.ca
Newsletter Editor &
Director
Chris Tworek
403-238-8049
tworek@bmwcsa.ca
Director at Large
and National
Club Liason
Brian DeBoeck
deboeck@bmwcsa.ca

Director & Secretary
Rainer Kahl
kahl@bmwcsa.ca
Director & Social
Media Manager
Victor Yuen
victor@bmwcsa.ca
Directors, Event
Coordinators
events@bmwcsa.ca
Heather Mercier
mercier@bmwcsa.ca
Robert Norum
norum@bmwcsa.ca
Chief Driving
Instructor
Gary Coleman

coleman@
bmwcsa.ca

Membership
Coordinator
Glen Cook
403-274-8716
membership@
bmwcsa.ca
Newsletter
Production Editor &
Webmaster
Michelle Belanger
Director &
Motorsport
Coordinator
Ray Hansen
hansen@bmwcsa.ca
Welcome Committee
welcome@bmwcsa.ca
Heather Mercier
Robert Norum

On the cover: Iron Pony in Quebec City – photo by Gunther
Kruger

Membership is a family affair with many of our events
devised with family participation in mind. The family membership
of $60 for one year, $105 for two years and $150 for three years
covers all household family members. You do not have to own a
BMW to be a Club member!
To join the club, download the membership form from the
link below and fill in your details: http://bmwcsa.ca/resources/
Membership-Application.pdf
For more info, or to submit your membership application, please
email Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca
Membership privileges include newsletters and participation
in many social and motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on
parts & lifestyle accessories at BMW Dealerships. After one year
of membership, you will also enjoy a 2% Rebate off MRSP on
either a new car or motorcycle from BMW Canada. This discount
is based on MRSP and not on your negotiated price.
Also many of our advertising sponsors, whose ads appear
in our newsletters, offer discounts to members for parts and
services. Please remember to show your BMWCSA card and
identify yourself as a club member when purchasing parts,
accessories and service.
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The President’s Corner – Greg Walsh
Your Club’s 2021 Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be
held via Video Conference at 7:30 PM December 8, 2021. Every
member is encouraged to attend. To obtain an invitation link to
the AGM Video Conference please send an email request to Jeff
Trost: trost@bmwcsa.ca.
In addition to the routine AGM matters, we will be holding
elections for three Director positions. The Club’s Board is composed of nine Directors and three of these positions in rotation,
come up for election at each AGM. This year Brian DeBoeck,
Rainer Kahl and Rob Norum will be standing for re-election. A
member in good standing may also nominate any other member
for election to one of these three positions. We always welcome
new volunteers!
You will be receiving a “Notice of AGM” via MailChimp email
complete with links to various AGM documents, including the
Director Nomination form. There will also be a link to a Proxy/
Vote form so you can exercise your voting intentions even if you
cannot attend.
Rainer has advised us that though he will be standing for
re-election as a Director he will no longer be able to serve the
Club as Corporate Secretary. Rainer has fulfilled the obligations
of Secretary for the last 5 years, with grace, good will and distinction. I offer my most sincere thanks to Rainer for a job well done.
The year 2021 saw the 25th anniversary of the official start
of the Southern Alberta BMW Club, as it was then known. With
all the kerfuffle and distractions of Covid-19 your executive completely lost track of this major milestone! We thought of a hurryup celebration at this year’s Christmas Party (see Kalender).
But to properly do the event the honour it deserves we have
decided to recognize this occasion at the Annual BBQ next
August. We are also thinking of highlighting some other important contributions to the Club
at that BBQ so please stay
tuned and plan to attend.
Let me quickly wrap-up
the significant events of the
past year. Our face-to-face
indoor meetings were severely curtailed by the Covid-19
protocols. We did, however,
manage to successfully continue with our monthly Board/
Membership meetings via
Video Conference. My thanks
to our own Jeff Trost for
arranging and administering
the conferences. We did get
some in-person time when
the protocols and weather
aligned. One glorious summer evening, Janice Herbst
hosted the monthly meeting
(and pizza fest) in her spa-

cious back-yard. Thanks Janice! Our CC&C meets at Rickys
Deerfoot continued when possible and we had many record
(attendance, new members, interesting cars) setting gatherings.
We hit the road for the Father’s Day drive, though on a different weekend with an enjoyable outdoor picnic at Bragg Creek
Provincial Park at the end of the drive. The annual BBQ in August
on Chipperfield’s meadows was also a record breaker with about
120 members, family and guests in attendance. Thank you, Lyla
and John, for letting us drive and camp all over your lawns. Victor
sated the Drive-lust of several of us with his Impromptu Drives to
interesting Southern Alberta attractions. Thanks Victor.
And can we ignore the fabulous outpouring of photos and
descriptors of our cars, activities and adventures, in the Club
newsletters? Not likely! Our Editor Chris Tworek, has set a
standard in Club communications that is the envy of the BMW
fraternity nationwide. Well done Chris! (p.s. Chris does need you
to keep flooding him with pros and photos).
We all hope that the New Year will return us to some semblance of normality, allowing us to return to the phenomenal
comradery of our BMW Club.
Although Covid-19 caused us to cancel our 2021 Street
Survival School for young drivers, we are planning for 2022.
So, keep this School in mind and a Saturday in early June open.
When asked what good our Club does, the Street Survival School
is a very positive example of our societal outreach.
Our Club succeeds because our members step forward.
Thank you All!
Somewhat in advance, I wish you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year, and of course… Joy of your BMW!

Mid October “Black Tie” Impromptu Drive - Victor Yuen Photo
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The Road to Quebec - 1972 Revisited
In 1972, a very young Gunther, after a summer of piling lumber at Cochrane’s Spray Lakes Sawmill (which is still there) took
the CPR “Canadian” across Canada from Calgary to Montreal,
both ways. This was the summer of the Canadian Russian
Hockey Series and sadly the Munich Olympics disaster. My
finances didn’t allow for such luxuries as a sleeper and I remember the return trip ticket as being all of $110.00. Despite the obvious discomfort, I remember that trip full of Canadian impressions
that have lasted me a lifetime.
To commemorate and recreate that long-ago trip, I decided
to go on the ultimate road trip, a 3,700km trek across this vast
nation of ours. To split the driving time in this endeavor I had two
long time pals, Jamie and Craig, join me for each of the “there
and back” legs. Mrs. K eventually joined me in Ottawa after two
weeks, but, needless to say, the lady chose to fly. I have since
learned over a many year process that one must not question
decisions taken by, she who must be obeyed.
The trip began with a brief stop in Medicine Hat where Jamie
and I revisited some of our old haunts as both of us lived in the
Hat some 45 (!) years ago. Some of our favorites included St.
Patrick’s Church, Riverside 1st St, and the old Assiniboia Hotel.
These memorable places remain resplendent in their former
glory while such favorites as the Redcliff Drive-In Theatre, The
Ming Tree and Eric’s Husky House (where the elite used to meet
and eat) are long gone. The Hat has undergone significant redevelopment as the City’s southside is choc a block full of big box
stores, hotels and eateries.
Then we were off to Saskatchewan in the sweltering
35-degree sun. My 2020 440i is a convertible but after a few
hours of soaking up maximum UV’s we found it more comfortable to put the top up and to crank on the AC, point the car east
and input the cruise control, tunes a blaring ( 60’s,70’s and
80’s, Jayze who?). I can well understand that driverless cars will
have great popularity in Saskatchewan as the roads are mostly
straight, interspersed by the occasional wide turn.
Our destination was Regina and after a pleasant evening
on the east side of town, it was time to head to Kenora. The
topography doesn’t change much between Medicine Hat and
Winnipeg. The roads are dotted with farming towns of varying

import, each housing their own versions of Seed Cleaning Plant,
Grain Elevator, John Deere Dealership and Tim Hortons.
In Indian Head, we stopped to gas up with delayed results
as the operator needed to reboot his pumps. Your humble correspondent took this opportunity to brush the dust off of his car
as we all know there are vital style points to be had cruising
down the Trans Canadian in a shiny BMW. Unfortunately, my
act of civility caught the ire of some irate fellow traveler in a very
big and thirsty Winnebago (do they still make Winnebagos?).
Mistaking this lull in the action for the selfish time wasting of
some clean freak, he proceeded to berate me with some colorful
and delectable expletives. Rather than encourage more boorish
and uninformed Road Rage behavior, we let this roll down our
duckish backs and pointed the car East yet again, eager in our
quest to reach the promised land of Ontariariario.
A few miles east of Winnipeg the land begins to change,
transforming from endless seas of wheat into more brushy and
treed terrain. As we continued on, we crossed the border into
Ontario and found that the Prairies had yielded to the Canadian
Shield, a seemingly endless menagerie of rocks, trees and lakes.
Kenora is a pretty place, nestled on the banks of Lake of the
Woods, its shores dotted with lake houses, cottages and resorts.
The following day, we had a relatively short drive to Thunder
Bay (about 5 and a half hours). Singing a bad rendition of “The
Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald” we laid our eyes on magnificent Lake Superior, who we are assured by no less than Gordon
Lightfoot, “never gives up her dead when the winds of November
come early”. It all looked pretty calm and peaceful to us.
Ontario was still under Covid lockdown so we were forced to
order “take out only” at a local Chinese restaurant. While waiting,
I asked the nice young chap behind the counter if he had any of
those ice cold beers he was advertising on his walls. He replied
that indeed he did. I said “Great, we’ll take two to go”. “Oh, we
can’t do that, provincial liquor laws” was his reply. “Ok then, crack
open a couple for here while we’re waiting then” was my retort.
“Oh, we can’t do that, that would be on premises consumption,
strictly Covid verboten” was his snappy answer. “So, you don’t
really have any beer then” was mine. Water, water everywhere
and not a drop to drink.

In house dyno – axle mounted – no tire wear – baseline run $180
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Preparing to take our Chinese Food to our hotel room, we
were surprised to see about a half dozen families eating in the
now closed hotel restaurant area. Assuring us that management
had said it was fine, we joined them, secure in the knowledge
that Covid knows the difference between an open restaurant and
a closed one. The food was exceptional.
The next day, it was time for our final big leg to La Belle
Province, an 11-hour trip. Driving through Northern Ontario, we
stopped at the turn-off to Timmins to take in a breath of some of
the same air that may or may not have passed through the lungs
of Shania Twain. My pal and I are both fans. Our journey took us
through Kapuskasing (a typical mining town), Moonbeam, and
Iroquois Falls.
By early evening, we had crossed into Quebec. We expected
Rouyn Noranda to be a carbon copy of Kapuskasing, but the differences were stark - modern hospitals, schools, perfect roads,
new malls, lots of construction and shiny new infrastructure!
Val D’Or (the Valley of Gold) was much the same and we were
delighted when we learned that the hotel’s bar was Open for

Business! A truly refreshing and enlightened policy! So, after
more than slaking our thirst by ordering “En Francais”, we retired
for the night.
Our ultimate goal was Mont Tremblant Quebec where Mrs.
K and I have a little “pied a terre”. After a very pleasant 4 our
jaunt south we rolled into Town at about 2 in the afternoon. We
had arrived!

Quebec and Back
Mont Tremblant is situated about an hour and a half
out of Montreal and 2 hours out of Ottawa, nestled in the
Laurentian Mountains, Quebec’s rounded off version of the
Rocky Mountains. While the Laurentians are not mountains in
the way that we Westerners have come to understand them,
they were, I am told, equally majestic a few million years ago.
Wind and rain and sleet and snow have eroded them to now
gently undulating and treed hills. Glacial activity that carved out
the Great Lakes have left the area dotted with hundreds of lakes
of varying size, great for fishing, camping and boating.

Montreal Photos
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Mont Tremblant (Trembling Mountain) was once a sleepy
little town developed into one of North America’s first ski hills. In
1990, Intrawest undertook a massive development of the area
and today it is one of the finest ski/4 season resorts, certainly in
Eastern Canada, if not North America. The area is known for its
fine hotels, restaurants, shops and spas.
Tremblant also boasts the 4.65km Circuit Mont Tremblant
originally built in 1964. On July 1, 2007, Mont-Tremblant hosted
a round of the Champ Car World Series, marking the series’ first
race at the circuit since Indy cars competed there in 1967 and
1968, when Mario Andretti won all four races.[2] The race featured many lead changes and ended in wet weather, with Robert
Doornbos emerging victorious. Today it is not uncommon to see
countless trucks pulling trailers containing all sorts of exotic cars,
preparing for a run or two around this challenging track. I saw
more than a few McLaren’s being readied for the task.
After a week in Tremblant, it was time for Jamie to head back
to Calgary. So we headed down the highway for the two hour trek
to our Nation’s Capital so that he could catch his plane west. I
decided to head on over to Montreal to take in the sites and to

revisit some of the haunts I hadn’t seen in a good many years.
Montreal is booming and the City is going through some
form of Renaissance, the likes of which I haven’t witnessed in
many decades. Road construction is to be found everywhere.
Rebar lite infrastructure originating from Expo 67 has all been
replaced. The downtown skyline is being transformed by shiny
new office and Condo towers. The venerable neighbourhood
of Westmount is also being transformed with many stately
mansions, owned by this country’s who’s who, being rebuilt or
extensively renovated.
Alas, the poor street I grew up on, Linton Avenue, has seen
better days. It was an immigrant street in the 60’s, it is an immigrant street today, and only the names, faces and the countries
of origin have changed. Linton Ave was never Park Avenue but
the passing years have not been kind. All in all, a good neighbourhood to be from.
After three days of strolling down memory lane, it was time
to move on with Quebec City. I pointed the 440i towards the
Eastern Townships and hot footed it through a relatively flat
landscape, reaching the southern shores of the St. Lawrence

Quebec City Photos
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in under 3 hours. There is a ferry that takes you from Levis
(where Wolfe had set up camp in 1759) to the foot of Quebec
City, with the most photographed hotel in the world, the Chateau
Frontenac, holding regal vigil over every move. If you’ve never
been, Quebec City is unquestionably the most European city in
North America with much of its historic old town, ramparts and
fortifications having been preserved for posterity. The Boardwalk
along the Chateau Frontenac, offering towering views of the St
Lawrence River, is breathtaking. I highly recommend a visit for
the uninitiated.
Then it was time to pick up Mrs. K for a return trip to
Tremblant. Having time to spare, I took the meandering “Chemin
de Roy”, a mostly two-lane highway that follows the original
carriage route between Quebec and Montreal, mostly along the
St. Lawrence. Somewhere along this beautiful road, whilst filling
up, I noticed the scratch. I have no recollection of how this ugly
scrape along the rear right bumper got there - you would think
that I would notice a thing like that. Perhaps it was all of the
excitement, perhaps it was a third-party evildoer. Since Dilawri
tells me that this is nothing that $2,400 can’t fix, I’m not sure, at
the time of writing this, what I will tell the cop whose sticker I will
now need. It remains a mystery to me.
Mrs. K was in a fine mood when I picked her up at YOW.
Since we had an evening to kill, I offered to spring for dinner to
kick off our two weeks together. Since Ottawa was still under
lockdown, we outsmarted them all by heading across the river to
Mont Tremblant Photos

Gatineau, where we enjoyed a fine Italian meal in now unlocked
down Quebec. Again, we were secure in the knowledge that
Covid knows the difference between Ontario and Quebec.
After another couple of weeks in Tremblant (oh those lazy,
hazy, crazy days of summer), my friend Craig flew down for his
much-anticipated journey through storied Canadiana. Changing
up the route somewhat, we dropped Cinderella off at YOW (as I
mentioned before, Mrs.K. flies) and headed West to Sudbury, a
5 1/2-hour trip. Sudbury is famous for its nickel mines and was
used by the Apollo space program to train its astronauts in the
use of its Lunar Rover, its nickel slag topography being a similar
facsimile of the moon.
The next day it was on to Lake Superior via Sault Ste, Marie,
Wawa and Thunder Bay. Many rocks and trees, but many exhilarating curves to be sure. In Thunder Bay, it was time to check
on the beer situation at that Chinese Restaurant and, by now,
Ontario had opened up for in premises dining and beer consumption. As I always suspected, there is a God.
The 5-hour trek to Kenora was largely uneventful with Craig
and I alternating turns, although it became apparent to me that
he was having way too much fun accelerating out of the turns, as
evidenced by the permanent smile etched on his face whenever
he had command. We took the interior route through Kenora
as Craig did not want to miss sight of the Lake of the Woods.
We made it all the way to Brandon, (home of the Wheat Kings)
that day. By day 4, we were eager to get home via highway #1
through a smoky Saskatchewan. Our good wives were waiting
for us with a batch of Beef Jerky and a charcuterie plate and
some well-deserved libation.
As a big trip, it clearly makes no economic sense to do this.
By the time you add up the fuel, the depreciation (I put 10k on the
motor pony), the fuel, the hotels, the meals and the time, there
is no way to justify this from a dollars and cents perspective. In
my case, I wanted to recreate a long-ago trip that I originally took
when the world was still young.
But if you want to experience Canada (or most of it, as there
is 1,100 km to the west and still 1,200 km to the east, not including Newfoundland, not to mention the Great White North) I can
think of no better way than to just put the top down, let her growl
and go. As for me, another check-off of the bucket list.

Article and Photos by Gunter Kruger
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Eurofest 2021
The third annual Sheni’s Auto Trend Eurofest is rapidly
becoming one of Calgary’s best auto events showcasing awesome European Car builds that have that WOW factor. The
September 11th event was co-hosted by Fix Auto, Hagerty
Insurance, Liqui Moly Canada and Mobile Solutions.
A record number of entries of over 70 vying for 25 awards
combined with fun giveaways, food trucks, a cool DJ and Dyno
Runs made this a memorable event for the huge crowd of
attendees. The early morning drizzle required a little hustle wiping cars but the rest of the day turned out great for admiring and
photographing all that intriguing metal.
This year sponsors were giving out prize packs to both show
entries and attendees. Liqui Moly gave oil changes to some of their
favourite cars. Mobile Solutions gave away speakers/subs, and Fix
Auto was giving out battery maintainers. The Sheni Crew would run
and hide filters for oil changes or cleaning kits to be won.

Congratulations to all the winners:
Best in Show – Steve Craig – Audi RS6
Best in Show Runner Up – Lucas Chartrand – LS E30

There is always a story behind these eye-catching vehicles
which are predominantly BMWs and Audis.
One of my personal favourite cars was Terry Orr’s Electric
Beetle displaying some amazing engineering. Something different in the world of modified cars, especially with where the
industry is heading.
Best in Show – Runner Up was awarded to Lucas Chartrand
with his LS swapped E30. I got a chance to chat with him after
the show to get some feedback about his car. I initially asked
him why E30’s and why the LS Swap and this is what he had
responded:

“I love E30’s because they look awesome, they handle
amazingly, and they’re so easy and fun to work on. I chose to
swap in a LS engine because the only aspect that the E30 lacks
is the power. Going LS is such a cost-effective way to get crazy
fun addictive torque. I know LS swaps get hate for being unoriginal, but at the end of the day I am building the car for me. And
the fact that I can beat on it day after day, do an oil change for
$50, and get better fuel economy than the factory M20 engine,
are the reasons why I chose the LS.”

Best VW – Xavier Kwan – 1960 Beetle
Best BMW 2005 + – Peter Poremsky – 2021 M5
Best BMW >2005 – Chris Broderick – E46 330ci
Best Benz – Jonathan – Benz CLA45
Best Audi – Dan Gilchrist – S4 Wagon
Best Mini – Thomas F – Countryman
Best Stance – Kevin Nguyen – Widebody 435
Best Wrap – Steve Craig – RS6
Best Interior – Gian Honrade – BMW 750iL
Best Classic, Restored, Rare – Waqar – 190E
Best Detailed – Waqar – 190E

Best in Show

Best Wheels – OD – Toyota Supra
Best M Car – Jimmy Bailey – F80 M3
Best S/R/RS – Junior Lesslie – Audi RS4
Best E30 – Chris Wenngatz – S54 E30
Best VW Runner Up – Terry Orr – Electric Beetle
Best Audi Runner Up – Danny Donaldson – Audi RS3
Best Benz Runner Up – Kirk McFee – Brabus
Best BMW Runner Up – Shawn Achari – F80 M3
Best 2 Door – Duane Jacka – Blue Lotus Elise
Best Four Door – Carley – Bagged Tiguan
Best Wagon – Nick Corbeil – Audi RS6
Best Modified – Camera Car/Blackhouse Cinema
Brent Callow & Team.
Runner-up - LS E30
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I think Lucas touches on a very important point here. Many
builds and modifications we saw at the show were personal and
different. That is what makes car building so fun and unique. You
can enjoy your build and your car without having to worry what
anyone else thinks because it is for the builder not anyone else.
Lucas continues to add “Beyond just the engine swap, the
concept was to tastefully modernize the chassis without ruining what an E30 truly is. The interior is more modern with the
burgundy E36 sports seats (a slight update from E30 sport
seats but still something with a classic feel). The body kit is an
original MTech 2 kit fitted to an early model shell. Love the styling of that kit. The paint is pulled of the Toyota Tacoma trucks. I
like it because it stands out even though it is not a vibrant colour.
Unique but not over the top.”
Slam.Bandit – as he is known as on Instagram, brings
unique style and hard work to the game and shows us what
building cars is all about! Lucas can proudly say that this car is
his first build and I am sure there will one day be more to come.
Go Lucas! Eurofest time and time again showcases, over the
last three years, what Calgarian cars are doing well – building
memorable cars.
As to the Best in Show car, I asked Jozef Ulaszonek– one
of our judges- more about the main prize and he mentioned…

“The Best in Show car needs to have a sort of WOW factor.

Electric Beetle

The Sound Guy

Something that draws you to the vehicle and grabs your attention. That was the RS6. The moment it drove through the lot,
heads would turn. Every single detail in the car was meticulously
planned and evaluated – that is why we chose it.”
For the Best in Show prize (which was a beautiful turbo off
an BMW N54, mounted on a plaque) Steve Craig was the welldeserved winner with his 2021 RS6, which blew everyone out of
the water. I got the chance to ask him similar questions and get
the low down on his vehicle and this is what he said.

“I’ve always been an Audi fan, for me, it was always the
brand of choice for snowboarders back in the mid 2000’s. I got
my first Audi in 2000 – an A4. The RS6 Avant was always a
dream as we never got the model here in North America and
became even more sought after when Jon Olsson unveiled his
crazy DTM build in 2014. Of course, when I heard the C8 RS6
would be coming here I knew somehow, I had to have one. Plus,
the idea of having a wagon that’s easily tunable to 750+ hp and
still daily driveable is amazing to me.
Oddly enough my build was inspired by a few cars like RBD
LA had built last year using the same colour scheme and accents.
They built a wide body Aventador and 765lt in the Inozetek Gloss
Army Green and black wheels and I wanted to replicate the look
on my Avant which has Nardo Grey factory paint. My favourite
part of my car is that it’s unique with this beautiful wrap.

Best oil in town!

Fun folks from Mobile Solutions

Sometimes parking lot has sweet rides!
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For future projects, I just bought an RSQ8 and I’m planning
to replicate the RS6 build on the SUV. Unfortunately, we live in
Canada and must deal with the winter weather so those plans
will wait until spring.
Eurofest has always been an event I’ve wanted to attend.
The last 2 years I was unable to as I was travelling or had another
event already planned on the same day. We do a lot of events
with Royal Rally and that kept me from attending the show in
2020. The show is one of the best organized in the city”.

Steve’s car really left many spectators in awe. The wheels
and fitment were perfect, the wrap was detailed and incredibly
done – and I mean INCREDIBLE. Many of us at Sheni’s spoke on
the fact that it looked like paint because the corners were tucked
in so well. Steve has it written all over his build, how passionate
he is about cars. His dedication and eye for detail carries through
his build. Ghost.Steve is his handle on Instagram in case you
would like to follow along with his future builds!
When I asked these two what they thought about Eurofest,
both were quite eager to share. Lucas said “Eurofest was great!
One of my favourite shows to attend. It has a cozy and intimate
feel, and all the cars are always top notch!”.
Steve also mentioned: “Thank you to Sheni’s for continuing
to host a great event like Eurofest. I’m definitely looking forward
to attending in 2022, maybe with 2 cars this time. “
Eurofest is a car event that many Euro fans in town get
excited for every year. Next year will be the fourth year and I am
sure Sheni and his team of enthusiasts will wow us once again.
With more and more cars applying every year, Zuhair wants to
make Eurofest one that leaves spectators speechless.

Article by Misia Rajzyngier with
photos from Rob Hartley-Robinson,
Victor Yuen and Chris Tworek
BMWCSA Hospitality Tent!
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The Art of Building A Sleeper
The two main automotive themes have always been blatant
advertising of raw horsepower or the more subtle approach of a
wolf in sheep’s clothing – namely a sleeper.

flywheel and around 370 HP at the wheels. The handling should
also be comparable to that of an M4. Regardless, it is way too
nice for Calgary winters and now goes into hibernation.

So be it with Jeff Venables’ 2015 435i Gran Coupe. The
casual civilian might just think it is a well detailed example of the
BMW marquee but a closer look at the brakes and the carbon
fibre start raising suspicions.

As to the future …. well perhaps a lap or two at RMM and, if
it can be arranged, a test on Sheni Auto Trend’s new four-wheel
dyno to verify all that horsepower.

Jeff had a pickup but became convinced a well handling
sedan was in his future. A previously enjoyed 2015 435i Gran
Coupe with only 60,000 KM popped up at BMW Gallery and the
journey started. Then a friend suggested that perhaps a few
mods were possible. A Turner catalog beckoned. And then there
was his son who wanted some dad time with no thoughts that
the he might enjoy the ride someday …
As you can see from the photos, all the work was done in the
family garage. It took some 14 months from purchase to completion including planning and saving for parts between mods.
There were struggles in the beginning when doing the downpipe
while only having jack stands which made the work challenging.
Further mods were done after the acquisition of a QuickJack lift
(worth every penny). But in the end, it was relatively easy and
highly rewarding.
Performance boost came from Turner Motorsports high
flow catted downpipe, carbon air intake, intercooler charge pipe,
catch can and full exhaust system. A VRSF intercooler, MHD
Tuning stage 2+ ecu flash and a xHP Flashtool transmission
flash, Bav Auto high-performance coils with NGK one step cooler
spark plugs completed the engine upgrade.
Turner Motorsports Sway Bar end links, Wiechers Front strut
brace, H&R Sway Bars, front and rear, Bilstein B16 coilovers and
shocks and ECS Tuning wheel spacers revamped the handling.
A BMW big brake kit with Turner Motorsports braided brake lines
completed the package.
And did we mention the carbon fiber? M4 style rear wing,
rear diffuser, a front chin spoiler plus side vents, antenna, mirrors
and complimented by interior trim throughout.
A stock 2015 435i has about 300 HP while the M4 version is
425 HP. Jeff figures his car should be good for over 400 HP at the
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Photos by Jeff Venables and Victor Yuen
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Christmas in July
Two colleagues, bonded in friendship over their passion for
German automobiles, met for breakfast one sunny morning in
July. After swapping stories of work and leisure, they felt inspired
to explore the mountains in their own backyard.
Their journey began at Canada Olympic Park, a venue for
88 Winter Olympics. The image of Imola Red parked alongside
Sonoma Green, inspired a theme of ‘Christmas in July’, and this
article was born. Off to the Alberta Rockies they drove.

First stop – Dead Man’s Flats. The friends encountered
two lone strangers traveling by wagon. The strangers looked
rather.......pale and bony...and certainly not sociable.
perature reached 37 C by lunch time. Luckily they found covered
parking in a free parkade. At the time they didn’t realize the
parkade was being renovated and didn’t expect what impact it
would have on their road trip (stay tuned for more).

The friends went about their business, cleaned bugs off
the headlights and windshields of their otherwise pristine cars
before moving on (can’t carry on with a dirty car after all!!).
Next stop – The town of Canmore, where majestic Rocky
Mountains and the famous Three Sisters tower over the Alpine
inspired resort. They navigated winding streets and explored
charming neighbourhoods. The visit ended with a stop at
the Canmore Nordic Centre, another venue of the 88 Winter
Olympics.
The two friends, Mateusz and Rainer, continued on their
journey, arriving in the picture postcard town of Banff. The tem-
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Lunch was at Banff Poutine, satisfying a craving Mateusz had been having
for months. Rainer joked that it wasn’t
his first choice, but didn’t want to disappoint, and agreed to ‘suffer’ through
it. Lunch consisted of Montreal Smoked
Meat sandwiches that looked delicious,
but as they say – looks can be deceiving.

Freude am Fahren
On Mateusz’s rating scale the sandwich scored 3.5 out of 5
(based on his high standards from having authentic ‘Poutine &
Montreal Smoked Meat while in Montreal).
Remember the parkade? Well, …renovations were taking
place on the upper floors. Travelling back down Mateusz found a
narrow spot between a crossover SUV and some sedan. Rainer
parked at the only remaining spot available... a Tesla recharging
station! Consideration was given to connecting an electrical cord
to the charger in-case a Tesla or parking officer came by. Rainer
didn’t get a ticket, and strangely, his M4 didn’t get recharged…
Meanwhile, Mateusz appeared irritated and frustrated. The shiny
and clean RS5 was covered in concrete dust from the renovation
above! Rainer tried to lift Mateusz’s spirits about it all (the M4
didn’t get nearly as dusty) and they drove off to the next stop –
the Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel.

REMINDER

BMW Canada Loyalty Discount
for BMW Club Canada Members
Members are reminded to follow the proper process
to avoid losing the discount
•	
This is a BMW Canada Plan – BMW Clubs only
administer the application process
• The Loyalty Discount:
o	2% off MRSP up to $2000 (regardless of any
other deal at dealership)
o Applies to new vehicles and motorcycles
o	Applicant must have been a BMW Club member
for minimum of 12 months
o	Some models may be periodically excluded so
check Club website

The temperature reached 40 degrees as they arrived at the
majestic historic hotel. Rainer scoped out the scenery and took
photos, while Mateusz was still fussing about the dust and how it
would show on the pictures. After 45 minutes, and various locations on the property, they were keen to get back on the road in
their air conditioned cars.
It was time to go to their final destination – Lake Minnewanka.
Pulling into a parking lot, the young Parks Canada fella, controlling the flow of traffic, locked his gaze on the gorgeous, Sonoma
Green RS5 that rolled up. He directed Mateusz to Rock Star
parking, his eyes following the Audi as it drove away. He turned
back to the traffic to discover another stunning, shiny, sports car.
He stops the Imola Red M4, smiled, and says: “You guys are
together, aren’t you?”

• Prior to Purchase Club Member MUST:
o	Fill in application form (see https://www.bmwcsa.ca/membership-overview/benefits/)
o	Email to Club President at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
BEFORE PURCHASE
		 •	It can take up to 2 weeks for processing so
apply early
o	Only the Member may submit the application,
no Dealership nor anyone else may submit it
on their behalf
•	Upon membership verification by the BMW Club,
BMW Canada emails discount letter to member
o	Letter is good for up to six (6) months on any
new model
o	
Member presents discount letter to Dealership
during purchase process – cannot be done retroactively!
•	Each member may use only one (1) discount in any
12-month period but can apply for a letter multiple
times
•	Questions – contact Greg Walsh at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
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With the cars safely parked, the two headed toward the lake.
They stopped by a shop selling ice-cream only to find, sadly, the
shop was sold out! Mateusz and Rainer continued on to the boat
dock. The ticket shop was also out of ice cream but still had 2 bottles of vitamin water (as if that’s a good substitute for ice cream!)
... They bought the water. The friends then hiked a stretch of the
shoreline as the sun crept behind the mountain peaks.

After an enjoyable day of driving and sightseeing, in record
heat, Mateusz and Rainer finally relaxed, sitting on the boat
dock, welcoming the gentle breeze from the lake, and reflecting
how the Canadian Rocky Mountains are a spectacular destination any time of the year.

Story by Rainer Kahl & Mateusz Sobczak
Photos by Mateusz & Rainer
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Hibernation for your Ride?
Hansfeld Properties has been a long supporter of the Club
and many of our members have safely stored their prize rides in
their cavernous storage. Their storage is centrally located and
highly secure both from a security and ambient condition standpoint. It is competitively priced and available for either short- or
long-term storage. If you do not have a car cover, they will also
protectively cover it.
Contact Michaela Kirr at (403) 243-4303 for more details

Classified
Interested parties can refer to www.bmwcsa.ca for
additional photos in many cases.

WANTED: Mature buyer looking for a manual E39 M5

(2003 preferred) and/or E34 M5. Any leads would be greatly
appreciated. Please call/text Slaven at 587-578-2781
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